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Abstract
Background: Today, the effects of environmental pollution on human life and human needs, which 
reduces the level of community health caused by traffic noise in large cities, are clearly visible by creating 
irritation and pathogenic conditions. The aim of this study was to assess the risk of noise pollution 
resulted from central traffic in Shiraz by analyzing its indicators and related components. 
Methods: By specifying the high traffic jam in Shiraz, the sound and its frequency in 156 points of the 
city were analyzed using a sound analyzer (Tes-1358C model). The sound pressure levels (LA and LP) 
and the one and one-third octave band were continuously measured in A and C networks. Then, data 
were extracted and analyzed using Excel 2016 and Minitab 18.1. Eventually, phon and sone indexes 
were calculated for the heavy traffic jam in some of the central streets of Shiraz and the results were 
statistically calculated and their charts were prepared with comfort disturbance ranges.
Results: The highest harmful frequency of traffic in Shiraz was 50 Hz and 83.3 dB. The sound pressure 
level ranged from 70 to 92.7 dB in network A and 87.8 dB in network C. The maximum sound level was 
87 phon and the maximum sone was 26 at 14 stations.
Conclusion: According to the results, the sound pressure levels exceeded the environmental standards 
of Iran and the values of phon and sone were higher than the standard of comfort at night and day.
Keywords: Noise pollution, Environmental pollution, Loudness perception, Health risk assessment, 
Shiraz.
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Introduction
Today, with the rapid advances in technology and 
increasing human needs, the kind of popular look to 
sound has changed. Some people enjoy loud sound 
in their jobs (such as musicians), on the other hand, 
some find it annoying. One of the most damaging and 
neglected factors in the environment, life, and work is 
noise pollution (1). One of the major problems of large 
cities in Iran is noise pollution. Recent studies have shown 
that in Tehran and other large metropolitan areas of Iran, 
the level of noise pollution has reached an intolerable 
level so that the residents of these cities should gradually 
think about providing hearing protectors to protect their 
ears from loud sound, while attending the city, or accept 
that they gradually lose their hearing ability (1). Noise 
pollution is not a new issue for large cities, and public 
health authorities warned that the level of noise pollution 

and its consequences are raising above the tolerance level 
in large cities.
Noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) is known as an 
occupational disease in the world (2). The living conditions 
of humans are such that they interact with noise daily 
based on their activity and place of live (3). According to 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the balance 
of sound level meter should not exceed 35 dB at night 
and 45 dB in day (3). Studies have shown that the average 
sound pressure level in different parts of a hospital is 56.3 
dB  (4). Using noise maps, noise pollution level (NPL), 
and traffic noise index (TNI) can help intelligent traffic 
control planning, because these maps can represent the 
movement of people in different times and parts of a city 
(5).
From a practical point of view, scientists have progressively 
realized that noise pollution in large cities of Iran 
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was higher than the Iran’s Environmental Protection 
Organization (IEPO) standard such as Kashan, Zahedan, 
and Qom (6-8). According to a study by Mosaferi et al, the 
main cause of noise pollution in Tabriz is motor vehicles, 
thus, control procedures are necessary in this area (9). In 
a similar study conducted in Tehran, the analysis of sound 
pressure level showed that the equivalent sound level 
(Leq) in all regions during night, the day average sound 
level only in the Simetry Jey area, and the night average 
sound level in all regions except Dorahi Ghopan, were 
more than the acceptable one (10). According to Safari 
Variani et al study, exposure to high levels of noise can 
affect the businesses and people who are exposed to high 
noise levels for a long time in the area, including traffic 
police. High noise levels also increase mental fatigue, and 
reduce tolerance thresholds and focus in the ear of traffic 
police, business activists, and drivers (11,12). Sound is a 
sociopolitical phenomenon that plays an important role 
in the quality and socio-economic structure of societies. 
So, the risk assessment of traffic plans is necessary (13). 
According to a study conducted in Zanjan, clock changes 
completely follow the traffic habits of people and traffic 
loads in the commercial areas of the cities (14). In various 
health studies, the effects of noise pollution on heart 
rate (15), blood pressure and cardiovascular disease, 
especially in high-noisy industries (16), neuroticism, 
sensitivity, and creating extroversion to low frequencies 
(17) in hot climates was investigated and it was known 
as an effective elements on health factors and cognitive 
performance. Noise pollution has special physiological 
effects on sensitive groups such as pregnant women (18). 
In another study on the effects of sound on the health of 
outdoor workers such as taxi drivers (19), it was revealed 
that it created mistakes in the reaction time and sensitive 
occupations (20), high levels of sound pressure in large 
and medium cities (21), and occupational hearing loss at 
low frequencies (22).
The noise level in low and high traffic areas in Shiraz city 
was higher than the standard levels that increases the 
sleep disorders and decreases the quality of people’s life 
(23). Although air pollution and traffic jams and droughts 
over the past few years have left no place for concern 
about noise pollution, but if this situation continues, in 
the near future, noise pollution will also be on the brink 
of a crisis, as climate and drought are now among the top 
ecological and critical issues. Noise pollution is one of the 
neglected aspects of environmental pollution. According 
to the reports of the World Health Organization (WHO) 
and other related organizations such as the International 
Labour Organization (ILO), National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), and American 
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
(ACGIH), noise pollution is the third most harmful 
and dangerous type of pollution in large cities after air 
and water pollution  (24-26). Therefore, this study was 
performed due to the importance of this issue.

In developed countries, for controlling the noise, a 
minimum level of relaxation in the front view of the 
building called “quiet side”, is provided by compiling 
the requirements for building insulation and decreasing 
the level of sound pressure to 5 to 10 dB and no sound 
increase more than 55 dB (17), so that the difference 
between a loud and slow sound be at least 10 dB as a base. 
However, there is growing evidence that the indoor sound 
environment for residents of homes adjacent to high-
traffic areas, especially for those living in apartments, is 
discomfort (27).
Some disorders especially sleep disorders as the first stage of 
the negative effects of the environmental noise penetration 
to the residential homes are of great importance. But other 
sleep indicators (e.g., heartbeat changes, sleep stages, etc.) 
have shown complex relationships with the value and level 
of sound pressure (28). There is some evidence that some 
traffic events commonly do not occur at night (29). It is 
worth noting that noise events at the end of sleep have a 
greater effect on the overall quality of sleep and as a result, 
traffic in the morning has the most important effect 
(29). Today, according to the modern urban perspective, 
people’s perceptions of the concept of sound have been 
changed and the indoor noise at home has changed with 
the modernization of life. Therefore, sound planning in a 
modern city involves new evaluations and comments to 
accommodate these differences. The quality of sound in 
public space is identified and evaluated as an integral part 
of the urban environment within the scope and specific 
uses imposed by the urban space. Physical characteristics 
of the environmental sound required to assess this 
quality far exceeds the overall noise level and includes 
spectrum and structure (30-32). Today, the efforts to 
develop appropriate physical indicators are continuing, 
but it seems that physical indicators are never enough, it 
means that a listener who is dependent on sound is very 
important (33). 
Given the fact that the urban public spaces are often 
located in the center of city, overall quality of sound 
including traffic noise, mobile phone, people’s talks, etc., 
must be evaluated. An important reason for conducting 
this study is that the availability of high-quality urban 
spaces, for example, a green and quiet space in the city 
that helps to the health of urban citizens, has not been 
evaluated by the authorities in modern perspectives in 
the cities of Iran. Today, in particular, some architects 
have suggested the potential for mental reconstruction by 
creating natural relaxation areas. Therefore, by considering 
the environmental goals, the risk assessment of traffic 
noise has become more vital in urban management and 
planning.
Various studies have discussed the problem of 
pathogenicity and discomfort and annoyance due to 
noise pollution, and what contemporary society is facing 
seriously is that if the authorities do not react to reduce 
and control noise pollution, the use of hearing protection 
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equipment (e.g., earplug or earmuff) will become 
inevitable for people especially those who have industrial 
occupation in the near future. Therefore, in order to find 
the fundamental solutions for control and reduction of 
noise pollution in terms of engineering and management, 
it is necessary to identify the indicators and criteria for 
assessing the risk of noise pollution in the majority of 
large cities and metropolitan areas. So far, many studies 
have been conducted on health issues and harmful effects 
of noise pollution on health and work efficiency, but few 
studies have been conducted on sound loudness. The aims 
of this study were to measure the frequency and loudness 
of the traffic noise and evaluate the traffic-induced noise 
pollution.
This study is the first one evaluated loudness of the urban 
traffic noise in Shiraz. Acoustic analyses are used in many 
areas. The common goal of many acoustic analyses is to 
study the sound characteristics emitted from a source, to 
find how it is propagated in the environment, and in some 
cases, to adapt the acoustic conditions to what is required 
by local standards or laws (34). One of the ways for 
performing acoustic analysis is to examine related criteria 
such as sound loudness. In this regard, it is necessary to 
use analytical indicators such as sound loudness (sone) 
and phon according to the global criteria In this study, for 
the first time, these valuable criteria were used to assess 
the risk of noise pollution in the central and high traffic 
areas of Shiraz at different hours of the day and night.

Materials and Methods 
This study was performed on a number of the most 
crowded and heavy traffic streets and highways in the 
downstream and center of Shiraz along with 6 streets 
connected to the main road that have heavy traffic during 
the day. Measurements were completed on 2016 July to 
2017 December at 156 measuring stations. Totally, 156 
urban centers were selected acoustically for business-
residential situations along roads, sidewalks, and shopping 
areas and at least two points along each of the main and 
secondary streets and the city center. The majority of the 
population is inhabited in regions 6, 7, and 8, and the 

central part of Shiraz including areas 1, 2, 4, and 5, which 
is the more heavily populated, has the highest level of 
noise pollution.
As shown in Figure 1, the population size of the passengers 
and pedestrians at public transportation stations of 
Shiraz was higher at morning peak hours in the areas 1, 
3, and 6. This makes it necessary to protect residents and 
workers from noise pollution caused by urban traffic (see 
Figure 1B).

Sound loudness level (Sone)
Sound loudness is a mental issue that reflects the power 
of perception of sound by the ear. In other words, it is 
the intensity of sound. The intensity of sound should be 
focused by the sensitivity of the ear to the specific sound 
frequencies. This kind of sensitivity is the information 
that exists in the narrow curves for the human ear (3,34). 
 A general rule for sound loudness is that the power should 
be increased by about ten times to make the sound twice 
longer. To more realistically measure sound loudness, 
hearing sensitivity curves are used to measure sound 
loudness on a phon scale. Then, the 10th rule of thumb 
can be used to produce the sone scale of sound loudness. 
In particular, in measuring the sound level, weighting 
network filters such as weighting networks A, B, and C are 
used for measuring instruments like ear structure (3,34). 

Sound loudness level (phon)
Sound loudness unit is sone and sound loudness level is 
expressed by phon. In this study, the following equation 
was used to calculate the cumulative content (35):

( ) 33.2 log 40SL Phone S= +                                                   (1)
Where SL is the sound loudness level and S is the absolute 
loudness or sone.
It was also found that sone is a function of the same curve 
that is obtained from the following equation: 
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Figure 1. A) The population size of the passengers and pedestrians at public transportation stations of Shiraz during morning peak hours (adapted 
from studies by Shiraz Municipality in 2006). B) Percentage of urban land use in Shiraz city (reported by the city council in 2003).
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Figure 1. A) The population size of the passengers and pedestrians at public transportation stations of Shiraz during morning peak hours (adapted from 
studies by Shiraz Municipality in 2006). B) Percentage of urban land use in Shiraz city (reported by the city council in 2003). 
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Where the total sum loudness (St), the maximum loudness 
(Im) and Ii of each high value of the sound loudness 
(including the maximum peak) were obtained from the 
same magnitude curves and sound band weighting factor 
(K) is equal to 0.3 for octave and 0.15 for one-third octave 
bands. Based on the results of previous studies and also 
using the following formula, the number of sampling 
stations was determined (36):

2 2

2
2

Z S
n

d
α ×

=  (3)

Where a constant value (
2

Zα ) indicates the confidence 
level, α, the error rate, in this case (0.3 for octave and 0.15 
for S2, the prototype variance, and d, the measurement 
accuracy. The statistical calculations based on equation 
(3) showed that the 120 measurements may lead to 96 to 
99% accuracy and precision, which are more precise and 
also due to the possibility that a number of measurements 
may not be usable during the measurement. The number 
of measurements was 30% higher. The number of test 
stations was 156. The duration of calibration, according to 
ISO 9613 standard, determined for each measurement was 
about 90 seconds (37). Appropriate charts were produced 
using statistical analysis by Excel 2016 software.
In the next step, in order to measure the sound in the 
vicinity of highways and around the building, according 
to the Australian Standard Method, as well as the 
provisions of ISO 9613, first, the appropriate location 
was determined, then, according to ISO 9613, noise 
was measured (see Figure 2A and 2B) (38). The sound 
measurement positions were determined according to the 
EPA guidelines for accuracy and precision, not disturbing 
by airflow. Two sound level meters (TES-1358c, Taiwan) 
and (BSWA 308/309 , class A and B, China) with the 
ability to measure LP, Leq, LN, SD, SEL, Max, Min, and 
Peak were used in this research. Calibration was carried 
out using a TES-1358C sound level calibrator, at each 
stage of the measurement. After sound measurement and 
frequency analysis, the TES-1358 was turned off and the 
results were accurately extracted from the memory of 
the machine and the manual data collection sheets and 
entered into the software (39).
The above-mentioned method has been confirmed by 
other researchers in terms of speed of measuring sound 
level and reducing waste of time but at high temperatures 
and altitudes, two important contradictions of microphone 
resistance against low temperatures and the impossibility 
of measuring sound level at high altitudes for accurate 
examination were observed. These contradictions were 
the main challenges to the present study.
Collected data were analyzed using Cox appropriate-
hazards model multivariate method. The Cox model is 
considered as a semi-parametric model for fitting the 
risk function. The relationship between the variables and 
survival time. The risk function for X variable is:
 

( ) ( ) ( )0; expt x t xλ λ β=  (4)

Data were statistically analyzed using Minitab 18.1 and 
statistical significant level was considered at P < 0.05. In 
order to predict the risk of hearing loss in citizens of the 
study areas, it was necessary to consider variables such 
as occupation, business experience, noise exposure, and 
smoking. Industrial results of risk assessment in previous 
studies showed that the higher the contact with disturbing 
and annoying sound, the greater the risk of cardiovascular 
disease and hearing loss will be. Cox regression model 
is one of the most widely used models for modeling the 
factors affecting the risk of various events by considering 
censored observations (40). In order to reduce the risk of 
hearing loss in a wide range of age with exposure to traffic 
noise, cultural and collaborative efforts to maintain and 
enhance hearing conservation programs are required.

Results 
The results of environmental measurements in more than 
156 points in the weighting network A and C are shown 
in Figure 3 and 4. According to these figures, all stations 
under study were at risk and no safety limit was recorded. 
The highest average sound pressure level belonged to 
the downtown and center stations and was equal to 83.3 
dB. It was also revealed that among 120 employees in the 
administrative center and 170 shopkeepers in this study, 
half of them had a history of hearing loss with a mean 
hearing threshold of 29.5±3.5 dB. It should be noted that 
at the time of the measurement of the sound pressure level, 
no periodical or medical examination was performed 
and data were extracted only from the HSE departments 
and medical records. Work experience in the cases with 
normal hearing status was 5±1.2 years and in those with 
hearing loss was 15±2.7 years. As shown in Table 1, the 
risk of hearing loss in administrative workers was lower 
than that of commercial workers and taxi drivers. Here, 
the comparisons are purely with the environmental 
standards, not with occupational health standards.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of 7 different stations 
together. As shown in this table, the most frequency 
changes have been  at frequencies below 150 Hz. Figure 
4 shows the change in sound pressure level (LP, C) in 
slow mode in the study stations. The results suggest that 

Figure 2. (A) Moalli Abad Bridge, measurement at 10 pm. (B) 
How to manually measure sound according to the Australian 
standard (38). 
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changes in the sound pressure level varied from 27 to 88.4 
dB. According to Table 2, all results obtained from the 
study stations were higher than the Iran’s environmental 
standard.
As shown in Figure 4, the highest level of sound pressure 
in a weighting system of one-third octave band was 83.33 
dB. This result showed that noise pollution was higher 

than the Iran’s environmental standard. According to 
frequency analysis and conventional methods, intrusive 
frequency of traffic in Shiraz was less than 250 Hz.
The sound pressure level (LP) varied from 80 to 97.9 dB 
in these areas. The maximum and minimum level of LP 
were 88.9 and 53 dB, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 show 
that the LP had a maximum level of 84.4 dB, indicating 
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that the traffic noise violated the state noise standard for 
residential, commercial, and other areas (Tables 1-3). 
Figure 4 shows that the houses around the highways 
tolerated a high level of sound pressure (88.4 dB).
Noise pollution in large cities is a growing problem with 
the fact that the urban environment is becoming more 
crowded and noisy. In this study, the sound levels in the 
center of Shiraz were measured at 156 points along with 6 
related streets. Simultaneously with noise measurements, 
the frequency analysis showed an annoying frequency 
of 50 to 250 Hz. It was also revealed that the undesirable 
noise, the traffic noise and the crowd, were due to the 

Figure 5. Cumulative phon and sone values of 14 heavy traffic stations in Shiraz during 2015-2016.

Table 1. The variables affecting Noise-induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) 
using the Cox model in Shiraz citizens during 2015-2016

Job Description Regression 
Coefficient (β) P value Relative Risk

Job Type Taxi drivers 1.10 0.042 3.36
Shop-keepers 1.077 0 2.5
Administrative-
commercial

0.092 - 1.11

Commercial 0.093 0.672 1.15
Smoking 
Cigarettes

Smoker 0.558 - 1.8
Non-smoker - - 1.2

Table 3. The noise rating equalizer in the octave band based on the 
ISO proposal

Range Description

<15 dB Very low level Zone
15-45 dB Comfort Zone
>85 dB Danger Zone

Table 2. Free sound standards in Iran

Zone Type Night: 10 pm to 7 am
Leq (30), dB (A)

Day: 7 am to 10 pm
Leq (30), dB (A)

Residential 45 55
Residential - Commercial 50 60

Commercial 55 65

Residential - Industrial 60 70
Industrial 65 75

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
SONE 20.5165 22.8028 23.737 19.9535 3.6707 20.4625 9.3535 21.1152 3.44585 5.5835 25.714 25.8425 22.3918 23.8318
PHON 83.56 85.08 85.66 83.16 58.74 83.52 72.23 83.9 57.8 64.79 86.8 86.89 84.822 85.72
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noise of the streets and the construction. This result is 
consistent with the results of other studies. The findings 
showed an increase in traffic noise as reported by others.
 As shown in Figure 5, the cumulative sone in Shiraz with 
a maximum value was equal to 26 at several heavy traffic 
stations, while the calculations showed that the loudness 
level at two stations (11 and 12) was 87 phon. Transmission 
of data to the noise rating (NR) diagram showed that all 
stations except station 5 were in danger zones (Table 3).
At station 5, the results were higher than the comfort zone 
and less than the danger zone. In total, no area with low-
frequency sound pressure levels was observed. Analysis 
of sone and phon charts at a heavy traffic station using 
Excel 2016 software showed a gentle downward slope to 
high frequencies, this means that as we go towards lower 
frequencies, we see an increase in the amount of sone and 
sound loudness. This result is consistent with the results of 
low-frequency sound pressure levels (Figure 6).
For proper environmental risk analysis, the sound pressure 
level is compared with bulk curves and the environmental 
effects are determined. In this regard, the frequency ranged 
from 16 to 500 Hz was divided into two sections of 16 to 
100 Hz and 125 to 500 Hz. The frequency analysis along 
with the calculated sone and phon values are plotted in 
Figures 7 and 8. These figures show that the Sone amount 
at frequencies below 20 Hz has constant level at heavy 
traffic stations, but with increasing frequencies to 31.5 and 
40 Hz at five stations and in other cases at frequencies of 
50 and 63 Hz, it had the largest amount.
Data analysis showed that the sound loudness at both 
frequencies (below and above 100 Hz) was high and lower 
values were observed in only four stations (Figure 7A and 
7B).  This fact clearly showed that sound loudness level 
was higher than the sound comfort, therefore, it was in 
danger range. Administrators, especially those who are 
involved in commercial and residential construction, can 
use the phon and sone charts for acoustic design of the 
buildings so that they can provide the quiet side for the 
users and consider the permissible environmental limit 
(Figures 7 and 8). 
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Discussion 
Based on the analysis of the data obtained from the model, 
the amount of hearing loss in citizens exposed to sound 
depends on traffic habits, the presence of nearby sound 

generation resources, and other variables such as age, 
smoking behavior, gender, and the use of personal protective 
equipment (that is not customary in the citizens). Hearing 
loss in the vicinity of noise centers increased, therefore, 

Figure 7. A) Sound loudness rate (sone) at frequencies below 100 Hz in Shiraz. B) Sound loudness rate (sone) at frequencies above 100 Hz in 
Shiraz during 2015-2016..

Figure 6. Linear changes of cumulative sone and phon of frequency at 14 heavy traffic stations in Shiraz during 2015-2016.
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there is a need for a hearing conservation program as 
well as controlling and preventing noise transmission. 
Occupational variables and noise exposure had the most 
effect on the risk of hearing loss. High pressure levels of 
noise are one of the important variables in causing hearing 
loss.
As shown in Figure 4, the maximum frequency amount 
was below 1000 Hz (Max=50 Hz). Weighting network of 
the one-third octave band as a pre-requisite of planning 
of engineering designs, showed the highest changes in 
the sub-250 Hz range. According to Figure 1 and Table 1, 
if the citizens of Shiraz be considered in the central part 
of the city as commercial-residential, the environmental 
standard has not yet been observed and the results showed 
much higher values.
In shopkeepers, Leq was equal to 83.7. According to the 
environmental standard in Iran, these values   are higher 
than the standard. Because the use of personal protective 
equipment for hearing loss is not common in pe o ple, 
therefore, in order to predict the risk of hearing loss, only 
the daily exposure and smoking variables were considered.
It seems that the results of this study while confirming the 
results of other researchers, showed a slight d ifference. 

The research also showed an increase in noise pollution 
in Shiraz. The researchers were able to determine harmful 
environmental frequency of Shiraz traffic. So s one and 
phon were determined. It seems that the reason for these 
changes can be due to the following:
• Changing in the technology of making internal 

combustion engines with low-frequency output.
• The impact of high buildings on highway sound 

reflection and increasing the sound pressure level.
• Examining the index parameters with frequency 

analysis.
• Crowded cities with new noise resources.
It should be noted that in the past, a few research has 
pointed to harmful frequency, but many studies have been 
performed on the type of sound pressure level. To our 
knowledge, the sound pressure level does not generally 
reflect the frequency value. In any case, despite the above, 
noise was still recognized as a disturbing environmental 
factor.

Conclusion
Therefore, due to the high level of sound pressure level and 
the amount of sone and phon in Shiraz, noise pollution 
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in the city has imposed economic and social costs and 
high risk on the citizens. Since the highest rate of noise 
pollution happened at low frequencies in Shiraz, therefore, 
low-frequency noise control with thin-layer adsorbents is 
very hard in this area. In this frequency range, no new 
sound absorber or sound control method (except classical 
methods with high cost and inconvenience, which in 
many cases are not applicable to buildings) has been 
introduced or applied in Iran. According to the results, 
the environmental and health risks in the city are clearly 
evident. The knowledge about the effect of low-frequency 
noise can help readers analogy this kind of effect with the 
results. The obtained results are consistent with the results 
of other studies (41-43).
The use of risk-based health impact assessment models on 
health such as Cox can be effective in analyzing relevant 
environmental data and decisions. According to ACGIH’s 
reports, the errors of decentralization in both industrial 
and educational (office) sectors are clearly due to the 
effect of noise on the focus. Cox regression model well 
describes the quantitative effect of exposure conditions of 
citizens, especially workers who are permanently exposed 
to noise, on the risk of hearing loss. Accordingly, the noise 
in the environment of citizens has become a neglected 
factor in the large cities. The use of risk-forecasting tools 
and methods for controlling the sound transmission can 
provide useful information for planners and managers to 
improve traffic schedules and promote community health.
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